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Human beings are an integral part of the natural world, and 
what nourishes or diminishes that natural world nourishes or 

diminishes us.

This notion is called The Ecological Circle. At ShoreBags®, we 
believe that in order to have a healthy relationship with our 
ecosystem, we need to acknowledge our participation in 

industrial, governmental, or organizational actions that harm 
our planet, and seek alternative actions whenever possible.

At ShoreBags®, we understand the importance of maintaining 
this healthy Ecological Circle, which is why we put sustainability 

and empowering communities first.

OUR ETHOS

Humanitarian Manufacturing Practices:

Fair manufacturing practices are as important as producing high
quality products at competitive rates. Our manufacturing facility 
strongly complies with the Fair Trade guidelines. We are also

proud to boast an  over 50% female workforce at our factory in
New Delhi, India. We are committed to providing opportunities to 

women of impoverished  communities.

Eco-friendly products:

We produce cotton canvas bags that are eco friendly and 100% 
biodegradable. More so, 15%-30% of the cotton used to make the 
canvas is Post Industrial Waste (recycled content) making our bags 

truly sustainable. 

Transparent Supply Chain:  

There is no middle man in our entire supply chain, which reflects
in our sourcing, quality and pricing– we maintain full transparency.
We own and compliantly operate our production facility, which is 

always open to inspection. 

We take our responsibility to the environment and our workers 
seriously, and see to this by ensuring our commitment to fair

trade and ethical practices. When you carry a ShoreBag® you can
do so proudly.

WHY ShoreBags®?



HUMANITARIAN
Women Empowerment
Ethical Manufacturing

Job Creation

ECO-FRIENDLY
Fully Biodegradable
Recycled Materials

Lead Free

OUR TALENTED ARTISANS 

TOTES & BAGS



CLASSIC BOAT TOTE, MEDIUM

These will be your go-to errand running, chore sidekicks!

Proven utility pieces, their double bottoms and reinforced handles
make them the perfect work horse for everything from beach towels
to groceries to your favorite carry on. But what sets ours apart are
the  interiors, which we've fully lined with 360-degree pockets in

the same color as the outside trim.

CLASSIC BOAT TOTE, MEDIUM

Size:
Medium

Features:
-Open Top

Dimensions:
20” x 13” x 7”

Suggested Retail

Price:
$28.00

Color Code:
3000 Navy
3001 Red

3002 Black
3003 Pink
3004 Gray

3005 Light Blue
3007 Cobalt
3008 Green
3009 Natural
3060 Orange
3061 Maroon

3062 Turquoise

Colors:



CLASSIC BOAT TOTE, MEDIUM

3001 Red 3000 Navy

3003 Pink 3004 Gray

3062 Turquoise 3008 Green

CLASSIC BOAT TOTE, MEDIUM

3061 Maroon 3009 Natural

3060 Orange 3007 Cobalt

3005 Light Blue 3002 Black



CLASSIC BOAT TOTE, LARGE

Size:
Large

Features:
-Zippered Colored Top

Dimensions:
24” x 15” x 8.5”

Suggested Retail

Price:
$38.00

Color Code:
3050 Navy
3051 Red

3052 Black
3053 Pink
3054 Gray

3055 Light Blue
3057 Cobalt
3058 Green
3059 Natural
3060 Orange
3661 Maroon

3662 Turquoise

Colors:

CLASSIC BOAT TOTE, LARGE

3051 Red 3050 Navy

3053 Pink 3054 Gray

3662 Turquoise 3058 Green



LARGE CLASSIC BOAT TOTE, PRINTED

We added some flavor to our classic large bestseller boats! Show your pup
or travel in style with these classic canvas beauties! 

Proven utility pieces, their double bottoms and reinforced handles
make them the perfect work horse for everything from beach towels

to groceries to your favorite carry on. 

But what sets ours apart are the interiors, which we've fully lined with 
360-degree pockets in the same color as the outside trim.

CLASSIC BOAT TOTE, LARGE

3661 Maroon 3059 Natural

3060 Orange 3057 Cobalt

3055 Light Blue 3052 Black



LARGE CLASSIC BOAT TOTE, PRINTED

Size:
Large

Features:
-Reinforced Handles
-360-Degree Pockets

Dimensions:
24” x 15” x 8.5”

Suggested Retail

Price:
$45.00

Color Code:
3673 

Passport Stamp Pink
3674

Passport Stamp Green
3675

Passport Stamp Maroon
3676

Passport Stamp Navy
3672

Dog Print Natural
3677

Dog Print Black

Colors:

LARGE CLASSIC BOAT TOTE, PRINTED

3673 Passport Stamp Pink 3674 Passport Stamp Green

3675 Passport Stamp Maroon 3676 Passport Stamp Navy

3672 Dog Print Black 3677 Dog Print Natural



BOX TOTE

You need this tote for those evening and weekend outdoor gatherings.
Simple and classic, we paired our  heavyweight canvas with a thick leather  

handle to create this perfectly proportioned box tote.

Metal studs secure the handle to the bag and  give it a high-end crafted look. 
This  structured tote has a reinforced bottom and  clever slip pockets on each 

end, leaving plenty of room for monogramming on the larger sides.

This crisp bag offers a lot of style at a great value.

BOX TOTE

Dimensions:
18” x 15” x 8.5”

Features:
Heavy Weight Canvas

Inside Pockets
Leather Handles

Reinforced Bottom

Suggested Retail

Price:
$50.00

Color Code:
3100 Navy
3101 Red

3102 Black
3109 Natural

Colors:



BOX TOTE- STRIPED

Our box totes with a twist!

These striped beauties add character while being your go-to workhorses. 
Simple and classic, we paired our heavyweight canvas with a thick leather  

handle to create this perfectly proportioned  box tote. Metal studs secure the 
handle to the bag and give it a high-end crafted look. 

This structured tote has a reinforced bottom and clever slip pockets on each 
end, leaving  plenty of room for monogramming on the  larger sides. This crisp 

bag offers a lot of  style at a great value.

BOX TOTE

3101 Red 3100 Navy

3109 Natural 3102 Black



You need this tote for those evening and weekend outdoor gatherings.
Simple and classic, we paired our heavyweight canvas with a thick leather 

handle to create this perfectly proportioned box tote.

Metal studs secure the handle to the bag and give it a high-end crafted look. 
This structured tote has a reinforced bottom and clever slip pockets on each 
end, leaving  plenty of room for monogramming on the larger sides. This crisp 

bag offers a lot of style at a great value.

CARMEL TOTEBOX TOTE- STRIPED

Dimensions:
18” x 15” x 8.5”

Features:
-Heavy Weight Canvas

-Inside Pockets
-Leather Handles

-Reinforced Bottom

Suggested Retail

Price:
$55.00

Color Code:
3111 Red Striped

3112 Green Striped

Colors:



Crafted from heavy cotton canvas, this versatile tote features
a large, roomy main compartment and both inside and

outside pockets for effortless organization. 

The optional shoulder strap means you can choose to carry this
bag over your shoulder or in your hands. 

We love the tall shape of this bag and its leather accents, which give
it a rich, worldly appeal that you'll reach for again and again.

CARGO TOTECARMEL TOTE

Dimensions:
17” x 14” x 7”

Features:
-Inside Organizer Pockets

-Tan Nubuck Handles
-Rugged Buffalo Hide 

Handles

Suggested Retail

Price:
$75.00

Color Code:
3120 Caramel Handles
3121 Natural Handles

Colors:



Made from eco-friendly and sustainable jute and canvas,
these totes are strong and stylish. 

Genuine leather handles and golden jute fabric with certified food grade 
laminate making them ideal for carrying small grocery items, going to the 

farmer's market, or moving your daily essentials to and from school or office.

It's both durable and highly functional.

BODEGA TOTECARGO TOTE

Dimensions:
24” x 17” x 7”

Features:
-Inside and Outside

Pockets

Suggested Retail

Price:
$63.00

Color Code:
3150 Cargo Tote

Colors:



Made from eco-friendly and sustainable jute and canvas,
these totes are strong and stylish. 

Genuine leather handles and golden jute fabric with certified food grade 
laminate making them ideal for carrying small grocery items, going to the 

farmer's market, or moving your daily essentials to and from school or office.

We fashioned this bag on traditional paper chore bags,
and it's both durable and highly functional.

BAZAAR TOTEBODEGA TOTE

Dimensions:
12” x 9.5” x 5.5”

Features:
-Eco Friendly

-Leather Handles
-Food Grade Laminate

Suggested Retail

Price:
$38.00

Color Code:
3660 Bodega Tote

Colors:



This simple bag features leather handles and a full lining,
making it both elegant yet basic.

You can add your initials to this elegant City Shopper for
a personalized statement.

CITY SHOPPERBAZAAR TOTE

Dimensions:
13.5” x 7.5” x 8.5”

Features:
-Eco Friendly

-Leather Handles
-Food Grade Laminate

Suggested Retail

Price:
$50.00

Color Code:
3665 Bazaar Tote

Colors:



These totes have a long, narrow profile and distinctively striped
thick webbing for the straps.

The color combinations are classic prepster.

In heavyweight cotton canvas, these totes have one exterior
and one interior pocket.

STRAPPING SHOPPERCITY SHOPPER

Dimensions:
17.5” x 17.5” x 6”

Features:
-Heavyweight Canvas 

-Inside Pocket
-Leather Trim

Suggested Retail

Price:
$33.00

Color Code:
3300 Navy

3309 Natural

Colors:



This heavyweight open top canvas bag features rolled canvas handles
and zigzag stitching details.

It's incredibly sturdy with reinforced handles and a double canvas bottom.

Smaller than our Classic Boat Totes, this bag has
a nautical, classic, preppy look.

DECK TOTESTRAPPING SHOPPER

Dimensions:
17.5” x 17.5” x 6”

Features:
-Heavyweight Canvas

-Inside Pocket
-Leather Trim

Suggested Retail

Price:
$30.00

Color Code:
3350 Navy

3359 Neutral

Colors:



One of our outstanding values, this boxy tote comes in a variety of contracting 
trim colors, each paired with our heavyweight canvas. At a great price, this 
bag has proven a winner with corporate events, weddings, and fundraisers.

It has a full lining giving it extra structure and will hold more than you think!

Comes with one interior pocket.

DELUXE MARKET TOTEDECK TOTE

Dimensions:
17.5” x 12.5” x 7.5”

Features:
-Rolled Handles Stud

-Zig Zag Stitching

Suggested Retail

Price:
$38.00

Color Code:
3550 Navy
3551 Red

Colors:



DELUXE MARKET TOTE

Dimensions:
18” x 12” x 7”

Features:
-Heavy Weight Canvas

-Inside Pocket
-Full Striped Lining

Suggested Retail

Price:
$30.00

Color Code:
3200 Navy
3201 Red

3202 Black
3205 Light Blue

3207 Cobalt

Colors:

DELUXE MARKET TOTE

3200 Navy 3201 Red

3202 Black 3205 Light Blue

3207 Cobalt



This is a smaller tote, with rolled canvas handles and three interior pockets.

It's a great every day size, perfectly proportioned to be
large enough for your wallet, keys, and sunglasses.

The piping on the edges and the heavy-weight canvas give
this bag a super structured look and feel.

VILLAGE TOTE VILLAGE TOTE

Dimensions:
15” x 11” x 5”

Features:
-Inside Pocket
-Snap Closures
-Rolled Handles

Suggested Retail

Price:
$43.00

Color Code:
3800 Navy

3809 Natural

Colors:



Our rugged Field Tote is made for exploring. 

With one outside pocket and a padded laptop pocket on the inside,
it's the perfect companion for globe trekking. 

genuine leather straps and metal rivets keep everything secure
and add some style as well.

FIELD PACK FIELD PACK

Dimensions:
17.5” x 17.5” x 6”

Features:
-Leather Trim

-Laptop Compartment

Suggested Retail

Price:
$53.00

Color Code:
4450 Gray

Colors:



This bag is a must-have errand sidekick.Deep and lightweight,
it can fit so much of your stuff!

We used brightly colored natural jute to make this bag fashionable
and eye-catching. Add a large monogram for a personalized look.

Leather handles that slip over your shoulder compliment the natural jute
and give this bag a classic look. Comes with a fully laminated interior,

sturdy construction, and that classic ShoreBags® sailboat logo.

BIG JUTE TOTE BIG JUTE TOTE

Dimensions:
17.5” x 17.5” x 6”

Features:
-Inside Pocket

-Laminated Interiors
-Inside Handling Pocket

Suggested Retail

Price:
$30.00

Color Code:
3650 Blue
3653 Pink

3658 Green

Colors:



Style meets utility with these striped beauts!

With genuine leather handles and a cotton webbing removeable
shoulder strap, these striped bags are perfect as an everyday tote

with that extra nautical kick.

This bag has multiple interior pockets to help you stay organized.
Carry it everywhere you go!

CABANA TOTEBIG JUTE TOTE

3658 Green 3650 Blue

3653 Pink



This coastal-inspired tote is made of heavyweight cotton canvas
and features thick rope handles for a nautical look.

Includes one interior and one exterior pocket.

These totes feature brightly colored trim for a preppy classic look.

MARINE TOTECABANA TOTE

Dimensions:
18” x 12” x 7”

Features:
-Multiple Inside Pockets

-Snap Closure
-Leather Handles

-Full Gingham Lining

Suggested Retail

Price:
$53.00

Color Code:
4400

Navy Wide Stripe 
4401

Navy Narrow Stripe

Colors:



MARINE TOTE

Dimensions:
18” x 13” x 6”

Features:
-Heavy Weight Canvas

-Inside and Outside 
Pocket

-Rope Handles with 
Grommets

Suggested Retail

Price:
$30.00

Color Code:
3400 Navy
3401 Red
3403 Pink

3405 Light Blue 
3407 Cobalt 

Colors:

MARINE TOTE

3403 Pink 3400 Navy

3405 Light Blue 3407 Cobalt

3401 Red



A little retro, this clutch is made of our sturdy heavyweight canvas
and features a cut out handle. 

With a snap closure, this bag is large enough to double
as a beach bag or even an overnighter.

AUDREY CLUTCH AUDREY CLUTCH

Dimensions:
21” x 15” x 7.5”

Features:
-Heavy Weight Canvas

-Snap Closure
-Gingham Lining

Suggested Retail

Price:
$38.00

Color Code:
4300 Navy

4366 Navy Stripe 
4367 Green Check

Colors:



AUDREY CLUTCH

4367 Green Check 4366 Navy Stripe

4300 Navy

ShoreBags® Collaboration with 
Graphic Designer and Artist, 

Mary Matson

ShoreBags® + MARY MATSON



Graphic designer and artist Mary Matson collaborated
with us to create these playful beach totes. 

Staying close to true ShoreBags® style, using her iconic style and flair,
Mary celebrates the joys of being on the beach or just hanging poolside.

This bag is made of heavyweight canvas and comes with fun pockets
and the words SAND and SHORE printed. 

Perfect for any beach bum!

Can be spot cleaned.

BEACH PEOPLE TOTE BEACH PEOPLE TOTE

Dimensions:
14.5” x 17” x 6”

Features:
-Heavy Weight Canvas
-Inside Hanging Pocket

-Printed

Suggested Retail

Price:
$43.00

Color Code:
MM01 Beach People Tote

Colors:



Graphic designer and artist Mary Matson collaborated
with us to create these playful beach totes. 

Staying close to true ShoreBags® style, using her iconic style and flair,
Mary celebrates the joys of being on the beach or just hanging poolside.

This bag is made of heavyweight canvas and comes with fun pockets
and the words SAND and SHORE printed. 

Perfect for any beach bum!

Can be spot cleaned.

DIVE IN TOTE DIVE IN TOTE

Dimensions:
14.5” x 17” x 6”

Features:
-Heavy Weight Canvas
-Inside Hanging Pocket

-Printed

Suggested Retail

Price:
$43.00

Color Code:
MM02 Dive In Tote

Colors:



Take your furry friends with you in this durable, spacious tote.

Made of heavyweight cotton canvas, we’ve added a double
reinforced bottom and straps long enough to fit on your shoulder. 

The zippered top keeps your pet secured while the peek-a-boo
opening let’s them see what’s going on! 

An outside pocket gives you easy access to poop bags or toys
and the interior even has a removable, washable

canvas pad for easy cleaning.

PET TOTE PET TOTE

Dimensions:
21” x 12.5” x 8.5”

Features:
-Heavyweight Canvas
-Shouldered Straps

-Zippered Top
-Peek-a-Boo Opening

Suggested Retail

Price:
$43.00

Color Code:
3119 Pet Tote

Colors:



DUFFELS

The genuine leather trim and antiqued brass hardware on
this best-selling bag makes it perfect for men and women alike.

Made of heavyweight cotton canvas, its classic good looks
and generous size make it perfect for longer trips.

Makes a great carry-on too! With many personalization options,
this will be your instant favorite.

WEEKENDER DUFFLE



WEEKENDER DUFFLE

Dimensions:
28” x 15” x 10”

Features:
-Heavy Weight Canvas 

-Inside Pocket
-Adjustable Shoulder 

Strap
-Leather Trim

Suggested Retail

Price:
$100.00

Color Code:
5000 Navy
5001 Red

5002 Black
5003 Pink

Colors:

WEEKENDER DUFFLE

5000 Navy 5001 RED

5002 Black 5003 Pink



We made these duffels from our heavy weight cotton canvas and
finished them with leather trim and heavy straps.

They are fully lined in our signature blue gingham with
generous pockets inside and out.

The Hudson Duffel has metal stud feet. Both are approved carry-on sizes
and will make any traveler delight in their simple style and function.

HUDSON DUFFEL HUDSON DUFFEL

Dimensions:
21” x 14” x 7”

Features:
-Heavy Weight Canvas
-Adjustable Shoulder 

Strap
- Full Lining

-Double Seams
-Inside and Outside 

Pockets 
- Metal Stud Feet

Suggested Retail

Price:
$150.00

Color Code:
5050 Navy

Colors:



We made these duffels from our heavy weight cotton canvas
and finished them with leather trim and heavy straps.

They are fully lined in our signature blue gingham with generous pockets  
inside and out. The Hudson Duffel has metal stud feet.

Both are approved carry-on sizes and will make any traveler
delight in their simple style and function.

HUDSON ROUND DUFFEL HUDSON ROUND DUFFEL

Dimensions:
21” x 11.5” x 10”

Features:
-Heavy Weight Canvas
-Adjustable Shoulder

Strap
-Full Lining

-Double Seams
-Inside and Outside 

Pockets 
-Metal Stud Feet

Suggested Retail

Price:
$120.00

Color Code:
5060 Navy

Colors:



ALL IN POUCH

This is a must have! A sturdy pouch for your smaller essentials - keys, chapstick, 
sunscreen, cash, whatever else the day out might have in store!

All-In Pouches are conveniently sized for thousands of small goods from a collection of 
markers or road trip snacks to charging cables and make up.

Monogram them with your favorite teacher's name, zip code, longitude and latitude or 
simply embroider "STUFF," these pouches have a sturdy metal zipper with pull tab and 

handy loop ring for snapping them anywhere you'd like. Heavyweight canvas gives them a 
lot of substance and value.

Match with one of our boat totes and you're beach ready!

GIFTS & ACCESSORIES



ALL IN POUCH

Dimensions:
11” x 7” x 3” 

Features:
-Heavyweight Canvas

-Metal Ring
-Zippered Top

Suggested Retail

Price:
$13.00

Color Code:
1500 Navy
1501 Red

1502 Black
1503 Pink
1504 Gray

1505 Light Blue
1507 Cobalt
1508 Green
1509 Natural
1560 Orange
1561 Maroon

1562 Turquoise

Colors:

ALL IN POUCH

1501 Red 1502  Black

1503  Pink 1504 Gray

1562 Turquoise 1508 Green



ALL IN POUCH

1500 Navy 1507 Cobalt

1560 Orange 1561 Maroon

1509 Natural 1505 Light Blue

ALL IN POUCH- PATTERNED

All-In Pouches are conveniently sized for thousands of small goods-- from
a collection of markers or road trip snacks to charging cables and make up.

Monogram them with your favorite teacher's name, zip code, longitude
and latitude or simply embroider "STUFF," these pouches have

a sturdy metal zipper with pull tab and handy loop ring for snapping
them anywhere you'd like.

Heavyweight canvas gives them a lot of substance and value.



ALL IN POUCH - PRINTED

Show your pup and travel love with these utility pouches!

All-In Pouches are conveniently sized for thousands of small goods-- from a collection
of markers or road trip snacks to charging cables and make up.

Monogram them with your favorite teacher's name, zip code, longitude and latitude or 
simply embroider "STUFF," these pouches have a sturdy metal zipper with pull tab

and handy loop ring for snapping them anywhere you'd like.

 Heavyweight canvas gives them a lot of substance and value.

ALL IN POUCH- PATTERNED

Dimensions:
11” x 7” x 3” 

Features:
-Heavyweight Canvas

-Metal Ring
-Zippered Top

Suggested Retail

Price:
$15.00

Color Code:
1570 Navy Stripe

1571 Green Check

Colors:



ALL IN POUCH - PRINTED

1573 Passport Print Pink

1575 Passport Pink Navy

1576 Dog Print Black

1574 Passport Print Maroon

1572 Dog Print Natural

ALL IN POUCH - PRINTED

Dimensions:
11” x 7” x 3”  

Features:
-Heavyweight Canvas

-Metal Ring
-Zippered Top

Suggested Retail

Price:
$18.00

($25 with Leather Wristlet)

Color Code:
1573 Passport Stamp 

Pink
1574 Passport Stamp 

Maroon
1575 Passport Stamp

Navy
1572 Dog Print

Natural
1576 Dog Print

Black

Colors:



Now carry your favorite All In Pouches in style and as
a wallet using our genuine leather wristlets.

These are made from Nubuck leather, which is especially forgiving
when wet - so you can take this along worry free on your outdoor adventures! 

Fits perfectly in the D ring of our popular All in Pouches or
any other marine bag with D hardware.

NUBUCK LEATHER WRISTLET NUBUCK LEATHER WRISTLET

Dimensions:
14” x  0.5”

Features:
-Nubuck Leather

-D-Ring

Suggested Retail

Price:
$7.00

Color Code:
1599 Nubuck Leather

Wristlet

Colors:



No need for gift wrap, this wine bag holds two bottles of
wine for a beautiful presentation.

Made of heavyweight cotton canvas, this bag includes a cotton piece
that Velcro's in place to keep the bottles from clanking, but is also easily 

removable for monogramming.

Works beautifully for host gifts, corporate events, and celebrations.

DOUBLE WINE TOTE DOUBLE WINE TOTE

Dimensions:
9” x 10” x 4” 

Features:
-Heavyweight Canvas

-Removable Inside
-Divider

Suggested Retail

Price:
$18.00

Color Code:
1600 Navy
1601 Red

1602 Black
1603 Pink

1660 Orange
1661 Maroon

1662 Turquoise
1608 Green

Colors:



DOUBLE WINE TOTE

1608 Green 1662 Turquoise

DOUBLE WINE TOTE

1600 Navy 1601 Red

1602 Black 1603 Pink

1661 Orange 1660 Orange



Make gift giving even more special with these sturdy classic wine bags!

These heavyweight canvas bags have a cinch top and toggle to keep your 
items  secure. Holds a single wine or champagne bottle perfectly.

Can even make a great ball carry bag for golfers!

With brightly colored trim, it's easy to personalize this for anyone on your list.

CHAMPAGNE/WINE TOTE CHAMPAGNE/WINE TOTE

Dimensions:
7” x 10.5” x 4.5”  

Features:
-Heavyweight Canvas 
-Coded Cinch Closure

Suggested Retail

Price:
$15.00

Color Code:
1300 Navy
1301  Red
1302 Black
1303 Pink

Colors:



Our Insulated Wine Bag is perfect for picnics, nights under
the stars, or just visiting friends. 

The insulated interior is lined in our signature blue gingham
and holds four bottles of your choice. This tote comes with ‘true 6 side 

insulation’. Any of the compartments can also be used to
carry cheese, fruit, or other snacks. 

The zippered flip-top lid keeps everything snug and makes sure
you have all you need for your next outing.

INSULATED WINE TOTECHAMPAGNE/WINE TOTE

1300 Navy 1301 Red

1302 Black 1303 Pink



GIFT BAG

These smaller totes are perfect for creating a welcome bag
for weddings, hosting, or teacher gifts.

Sized big enough to hold two bottles of wine, they make
a beautiful presentation when you need a gift bag.

INSULATED WINE TOTE

Dimensions:
13.5  x  6.5  x  7.6 

Features:
-Insulated Interior

And Exterior
-Zipper Flip-Top
-Gingham Lining 

Suggested Retail

Price:
$50.00

Color Code:
1670 Navy with 
Natural Handles

Colors:



GIFT BAG

Dimensions:
11” x 7” x 3”  

Features:
-Hold 2 Bottles
-Great Gift Bag

Suggested Retail

Price:
$15.00

Color Code:
1350 Navy
1351 Red

1352 Black
1353 Pink

1358 Green
1360 Orange
1361 Maroon

1362 Turquoise

Colors:

GIFT BAG

1350 Navy 1351 Red

1352 Black 1353 Pink

1360 Orange 1361 Maroon



This is one of ShoreBags® best sellers!

Gingham lining, natural linen canvas  make this an instant keepsake.
Perfect as a gift or use as a travel accessory for your accessories!

These are made of a natural linen-like material that monograms beautifully,  
creating an elegant gift. With white satin ribbon ties, we've included

multiple zippered compartments and pockets to store
a variety of accessories and heirlooms.

JEWELRY ROLLGIFT BAG

1362 Turquoise 1358 Green



MODERN JUTE POUCH

Jute is an amazing natural and sustainable material, so we made a set 
of zippered pouches in a size that works well for so many things.

With a striped cotton lining and leather pull, it's perfectly elegant
on its own or as an organizer in your bag or backpack.

Set of two.

JEWELRY ROLL

Dimensions:
16” x 9.5” 

Features:
-Full Lining

-Multiple Pockets
-Ring Holders

Suggested Retail

Price:
$40.00

Color Code:
1210 Natural

Colors:



MODERN JUTE POUCH

Dimensions:
Big: 9” x 7”

Small:  7” x 5” 

Features:
-Full Lining

-Leather Pull

Suggested Retail

Price:
$20.00

Color Code:
1200 Natural

Colors:

VALET TRAY

Good looking organizer, enough to keep  on your dresser or
desk and functional enough for earrings, earbuds, or loose change.

The tray is made of two layers of our heavyweight canvas with a silver
metal snap in each corner. We've found these to be great hostess

gifts too as they're the perfect size for a package of cocktail napkins!



TRAVEL KIT

This bag is the perfect traveling companion!

Made of our heavyweight color-saturated canvas, it has a zipped
exterior pocket and an interior compartment to help

organize your toiletries and make up.

VALET TRAY

Dimensions:
5.5” x 5.5”

Features:
-Heavyweight Canvas

-Snapped

Suggested Retail

Price:
$15.00

Color Code:
2300 Navy

2309 Natural

Colors:



TRAVEL KIT-PASSPORT PRINT

Our classic travel kits but with travel style! 

This bag is the perfect traveling companion! Made of our heavyweight 
color-saturated canvas, it has a zipped exterior pocket and an interior 

compartment to help organize your toiletries and make up. 

Gingham lining and heavyweight zipper makes this an instant keepsake.

TRAVEL KIT

Dimensions:
9.5” x 6” x 3”

Features:
-Inside and Outside 

Pockets 
-Zippered Compartment

-Full Striped Lining

Suggested Retail

Price:
$23.00

Color Code:
1800 Navy

Colors:



SHOE BAG

Large enough for men's shoes, this zippered shoe bag is
a perfect compliment to packing for your get away.

Made of heavyweight canvas with a convenient carry handle,
this bag zips open to easily store your shoes.

TRAVEL KIT-PASSPORT PRINT

Dimensions:
9.5” x 6” x 3”

Features:
-Heavyweight Color
-Saturated Canvas

-Zippered Compartment
-Full Gingham Lining
-Inside and Outside

Pocket

Suggested Retail

Price:
$28.00

Color Code:
1810 Passport Print

Colors:



LUGGAGE PACK

You will not find a better tool for packing!

We made this set of two luggage bags to help you stay organized and keep  
your clothes pressed and neat. Made of heavyweight canvas with zippered 

closures, you'll love these bags the first time you try them.

Includes one large and one medium sized packing bag, which can be  
personalized for a terrific gift.

SHOE BAG

Dimensions:
15” x 8” x 5”

Features:
-Heavyweight Canvas

-Carry Handles

Suggested Retail

Price:
$38.00

Color Code:
4150 Navy

4163 Gray Diag Stripe

Colors:



TENNIS BAG

We created the perfect tennis bag, large enough for a change of clothes
and your racket, but still portable enough to sling over your shoulder. 

Made of heavyweight canvas, this bag features an exterior zippered
racket pocket, and an interior zippered pocket to hold

your wallet or membership card. 

Metal feet protect the bottom and a full lining finishes the large interior.
Stylish and functional, this bag is aces.

LUGGAGE PACK

Dimensions:
10” x 6” x 3.5”

Features:
-Heavyweight Canvas

-Full Lining
- Two Piece Pack 

Suggested Retail

Price:
$33.00

Color Code:
4200 Navy

4263 Gray Diag Stripe

Colors:



LAUNDRY BAG

Classic canvas makes this a perfect laundry or toy bag. The double bottom 
and adjustable shoulder strap make is durable and easy to carry.

The heavy rope closure features a  canvas sliding cinch to keep the contents 
secure. Great for graduation, new parents, boating trips, and Christmas 

goodies, you can monogram this bag in a thousand ways.

TENNIS BAG

Dimensions:
19” x 16” x 6”

Features:
-Heavyweight Canvas

-Racquet Pocket
-Outside Pockets

-Multiple Inside Pockets
-Metal Studded Feet
-Full Printed Lining

Suggested Retail

Price:
$90.00

Color Code:
4000 Navy

4066 Navy Stripe

Colors:



CARRY ALL

You won't believe how much this tote can hold.

We use it for groceries, in the back of the car,
for tailgating parties, picnics and soccar practice.

A sewn-in reinforcement piece ensures the bag will have the
rectangular shape and added structure it needs.

LAUNDRY BAG

Dimensions:
16” x 9.5”

Features:
-Cinch Closure

-Adjustable Shoulder
Strap

Suggested Retail

Price:
$45.00

Color Code:
2000 Navy

Colors:



CARRY ALL

Dimensions:
10” x 11.75” x 21.5”

Features:
-Reinforced Sides

-Heavy-Duty Carrying
Straps 

Suggested Retail

Price:
$50.00

Color Code:
2100 Navy

Colors:

LOG CARRIER

We've made the best log carrier around!

Using ultra-heavy canvas, we've added  heavy-duty strapping handles
and  reinforced metal rods on the sides.

The end panels made sure everything  stays contained.

This timeless and simple design will  look great next to your fire!



LOG CARRIER

Dimensions:
23” x 16” x 10”

Features:
-Reinforced Sides

-Heavy-Duty Carrying
Straps  

Suggested Retail

Price:
$40.00

Color Code:
8000 Navy

Colors:



WHOLESALE EXCLUSIVE

At ShoreBags®, we understand the importance of
maintaining a healthy Ecological Circle, which is why

we put sustainability and empowering communities first.

Lets together save the planet. Help replace single-use
plastic bags with eco-friendly, biodegradable

& sustainable canvas bags. These bags will last forever
with your logo boldly displayed. We have something

for every budget. Please call for pricing. 

SLING BAG

Dimensions:
14" x 19" x 3.5" 

(Full Depth)

Imprint area:
8”W x 5”H 

Colors:
Natural



BOOK/ GROCERY TOTE

Dimensions:
14" x 15" x 5" 

(3 sided gusset)

Imprint area:
8”W x 9”H 

Colors:
Natural

Royal Blue
Black

CONVENTION TOTE 

Dimensions:
19" x 14" x 5" 

Imprint area:
9”W x 8”H 

Colors:
Natural



ECONOMY TOTE

Dimensions:
15" x 15"

Imprint area:
9”W x 8”H 

Colors:
Natural

BUDGET TOTE

Dimensions:
14" x 15" x 2" 

Imprint area:
8”W x 8”H 

Colors:
Natural



DRAWSTRING BACKPACK

Dimensions:
14" x 17” 

Imprint area:
9”W x 8”H 

Colors:
Natural

ECONOMY MESSENGER

Dimensions:
13" x 13" x 13"

Imprint area:
6”W x 4”H
(On Flap) 

8”W x 8”H 
(On the Back)

Colors:
Natural Black



ECONOMY SINGLE WINE TOTE

Dimensions:
7" x 11.5" x 4"

Imprint area:
4”W x 4”H

Colors:
Natural

ECONOMY DOUBLE WINE TOTE

Dimensions:
14" x 15" x 2" 

(3 sided gusset)

Imprint area:
4”W x 4”H 

(On two locations
On either side) 

Colors:
Natural



SMALL JUTE TOTE

Dimensions:
12" x 12" x 9”

(3 sided gusset)

Imprint area:
8”W x 7”H

Colors:
Natural

JUTE MARKET TOTE

Dimensions:
16" x 14" x 7.5" 
(3 sided gusset)

Imprint area:
9”W x 8”H 

Colors:
Natural



CANVAS ORGANIZER

Dimensions:
12" x 12" x 8”

Imprint area:
4.5”W x 5”H

Colors:
Natural

JUTE COTTON REVERSIBLE TOTE

Dimensions:
15" x 14.5" x 5.5” 
(3 sided gusset)

Imprint area:
8”W x 9”H 

(Single Color Only)

 

Colors:
Natural



JUTE ORGANIZER

Dimensions:
12" x 16" x 24”

Imprint area:
4.5”W x 5”H 

Colors:
Natural

ShoreBags,
carrying 
tides of 
change



www.ShoreBags.com      info@ShoreBags.com      +1 800-421-3225




